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SETUP

MINILINK

MiniLink is a micro-sized 2.4GHz link for wireless operation.

Note:  Only whammy data (not audio) is sent over this link!

 MiniLink has extended battery life and simple pairing. It's easy to get going:

 

        -     Power up the stompbox WITHOUT a whammy cable plugged in

        -     Its red 'pairing' LED flashes to show it's scanning for MiniLink

        -     Connect the short (18"/0.5m) whammy cable to the whammy

        -     Press & Hold the power button on MiniLink to power it ON

        -     MiniLink scans for free channels, then pairs with the stompbox

        -     MiniLink flashes once per second to show the link is active
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PLACEMENT

 

MiniLink works best with line-of-sight to the stompbox. We suggest putting it in your

front pocket! That way it's easy to swap to another guitar - with MiniLink still

hooked up and instantly ready to go. 



 

MOUNTING
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The blue LED on MiniLink will flash twice a second when there's approx. 10%

battery remaining. 

Use a 5V phone charger with a micro-USB plug to charge up MiniLink. 

The MiniLink LED will turn red when charging and go out when fully charged. 

MiniLink has excellent battery life by design so you'll get 25-30 hours per charge. 

      It will take 1-2 hours from completely flat.  

There's a spare mount and adhesive tapes in the VJP pouch.  Attach that

mount to the front of your guitar.  MiniLink has identical grooves to the

whammy so it fits onto the mount.  You can slide it off for charging. 

There's also an adapter plate and strap clip in the pouch.  These combine with

the spare mount to make up a strap mount.

Minilink can be mounted on your guitar or strap:

 

CHARGING

 



INTERFERENCE
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Turn MiniLink OFF (press and hold its power button for 2 seconds) 

Press & Hold both UP pitch buttons and wait for the checkerboard pattern on

the pitch LEDs. This forces the stompbox back into pairing mode.

Turn MiniLink back ON. It will re-scan for clear channels before pairing.

The 2.4GHz frequency band is crowded with WiFi/Bluetooth signals. MiniLink has a

special protocol to find clear channels but sometimes that's a challenge.  

We don't recommend using MiniLink for big gigs or critical shows - use the

supplied cable if you want to avoid embarrassing Youtube 'Fail' videos (we've

seen plenty of those, even with the most expensive wireless guitar links).  

The red pairing LED on the stompbox blinks when there's interference. If it's very

bad there's a simple way to force a re-scan for new clear channels... 

                                           RE-PAIRING with the stompbox

               NOTE: The reset is silent and doesn't interrupt the guitar signal
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COMPATIBILITY

We've successfully tested MiniLink with many of the popular guitar WiFi links like

the LINE6 G10 series etc.  Some of the very cheap brands can cause a problem -

it's likely they're not following 'the rules'. 

We can't guarantee compatible operation with every guitar link out there but

MiniLink has 'smarts' built-in to maximize compatibility.

IMPORTANT NOTE RE GUITAR LINKS:

If you're using a WiFi guitar link (like a G10), start it FIRST before starting MiniLink. 

The smarts in MiniLink will figure out what channels are already being used and

avoid them.

Note:  MiniLink doesn't use buffering (unlike WiFi and Bluetooth) because that

adds latency (i.e. delays) to your whammy control signals.

 

WIRELESS  <  >  WIRED

  Swapping from wireless to wired (and back again) is simple:

 -  WIRED to WIRELESS:  Unplug the long whammy cable from

the stompbox. It will automatically go to wireless mode and

start flashing the red 'pairing' LED.

-   WIRELESS to WIRED:  Plug the long whammy cable into the

whammy first, then into the stompbox.  This will automatically

disable the wireless mode and go to wired mode.

MULTIPLE VJPRO USE

You can use 3 Virtual Jeff Pro's on the same stage.  They will not interact.

Power up the first VJP stompbox and pair it with its whammy. Now repeat that

with each stompbox/whammy in turn. 



AUTO SHUTDOWN

  Watch the companion Deep Dive video for more MiniLink tips.

If you power up MiniLink without a

whammy plugged in  

If you disconnect the whammy

from MiniLink for more than 15

seconds

If interference is very bad for more

than 30 seconds

If you don't move the whammy

arm at all for 1 hour 

AUTO SHUTDOWN

MiniLink tries to maximise battery life so it has a few strategies to

save battery power:

RECOVERY

 

Plug in the whammy

Force the stompbox into 'pairing'

mode (see INTERFERENCE section),

reconnect the whammy and turn on

MiniLink

Force the stompbox into 'pairing'

mode (see INTERFERENCE section),

and turn on MiniLink

Force the stompbox into 'pairing'

mode (see INTERFERENCE section), 

 and turn on MiniLink


